To complete the previously information issued on the feasibility study and some technical challenges identified from the application of bacterial technology, this study presents another characteristics of numerical output as the bacterial growth is now also limited to ammonium nitrogen and water temperature. Based on the results obtained, it is found that the degradation of readily biodegradable COD will be much slower because of lower bacterial growth. At certain period, the COD concentration will increase and be plotted higher later on compared to the model which is limited only to substrate and oxygen. Besides the ammonium nitrogen, other parameters i.e. particulate products from COD decay and particulate degradable organic nitrogen will also increase soon after certain time. Considering the increase of ammonium nitrogen as it is also converted to nitrate nitrogen, it can be predicted that some algae may show up during the treatment processes. When the model is simulated under different water temperature, slower biodegradation process is presented at lower water temperature. Because the bacteria grow better at higher water temperature, more oxygen is then required. Finally, from this study, it is also identified that the artificial mixing and addition of oxygen at initial stage of treatment will considerably influence the restoration.
Introduction
As stream has always been the recipient of wastes discharge from human activities, be it domestic sources, industrial or agricultural effluents or mining process waters, the massive increase of industrial productions accompanied by high growth of large urban populations has led to severe water pollution problems for over the last two centuries. Such situation was found to be even worse in many lesser developed countries and some of the megalopolises with unbridled population growth and uncontrolled industrial development [1] [2] .
Because of its urgent necessity to find solutions for water pollution problems, there have been some methods and technologies developed and applied for the last few years. Started by the application of re-aeration using series of weir [3] [4] [5] , shifting the effluent discharges location [6] , pumping air into the water body using the local oxygenator [3, 7] and the implementation of constructed wetland [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , it has been a while before the bacterial technology was then introduced to solve similar problems. In China, such technology has been implemented recently for treating the polluted lake [14] and influent of wastewater treatment plant [15] . It is also great to know that the practical application of this technology was found to be successful in speeding up the recovery processes of some streams in Shenzhen City, China. The final concentrations of BOD and COD after the treatment were informally reported to be less than 5.00 and 20.00 mg L -1 respectively.
Along with the practical implementation of this bacterial technology for stream restoration purpose, the feasibility and some technical challenges in relation to Identify applicable sponsor/s here. (sponsors) such technology have been previously issued by "in press" [5] and "unpublished" [16] . As it is previously stated that treating seriously polluted surface water through the self-purification process may result one or more unwanted end products [17] , here other limiting parameters to the biodegradation processes i.e. ammonium and different water temperature are now included in this study to complete the feasibility information of bacterial technology from the perspective of numerical modelling. At the mean time, some field data from the restoration and monitoring project of Xuxi River in Wuxi City are still under collection and laboratory test. To be able to collect the data from the field site, as information, the process is not only influenced by technical factors but also administrative procedures. Under the same project, the authors have experienced more than a year to obtain the legal notice and set appropriate conditions to discharge certain amount of selected bacteria to the chosen stream reach. Because MATLAB has been proved to be highly accurate [18] and widely implemented in many fields of water quality modelling [5, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , therefore it is then selected to be used for all the simulations in this study.
Methodology
In order to understand the biodegradation processes occur as result of the implementation of bacterial technology, a combination of Streeter Phelps and some kinetic equations used in Activated Sludge Model No.1 (ASM-1) is employed here. Due to influences of hydraulics properties, the role of dispersion term in transport model becomes crucial [25] [26] and therefore the flow velocity and mixing parameters are also included in the model simulations and further evaluated in relation with some selected parameters in both distance and time. Besides the readily biodegradable substrate and oxygen, ammonium nitrogen and different water temperatures are considered here to provide broader views. Furthermore, as the ASM-1 was basically developed on the basis of Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) with homogeneous heterotrophs, all coefficients required in this study are adopted from the previous related studies. To simplify the case, it is also assumed here that all degradation processes involved occur at neutral pH.
Model Development
In most cases of natural stream restoration, besides the readily biodegradable COD and oxygen, the ammonium nitrogen ( ) also plays crucial role. As it can be initially predicted, when ammonium nitrogen is considered as another limiting parameter to the model, the results may come up with new characteristics since the bacterial growth is even lowered down to certain extent. 
Brief Description of ASM-1
Generally, there are 13 substances and 8 different processes incorporated in the ASM-1. Although this model has been extended to incorporate more fractions of COD, the original model is probably still the most widely used for describing the biodegradation processes [27] [28] . In the process of its development, COD was selected as the suitable parameter for defining the carbon material as it provides a link between electron equivalents in the organic substrate, bacteria, and oxygen utilized.
Representing the dynamic processes, the readily biodegradable of COD (S S ) is used for the growth of heterotrophic bacteria (X H ) and the balance is oxidized for energy giving rise to an associated oxygen demand. Here, ammonia ( ) is used as the nitrogen source for synthesis and incorporated into the cell mass. Both concentration of SS and oxygen may be rate limiting for the growth process as it is clearly described using the Monod kinetics. This process is generally the main contributor to the generation of bacteria and removal of COD even though modifications may be needed to satisfy the conditions of nitrification [29] . As presented in this study, some related processes to the bacterial growth are also limited by ammonia ( ). 4 
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In the absence of oxygen, the heterotrophs are capable of using nitrate as the terminal electron acceptor with SS as substrate. The process will lead to a production of heterotrophs and nitrogen gas (denitrification). In ASM-1, the ammonia is oxidized to nitrate via a single step process (nitrification) resulting in production of autotrophs (X A ) and giving rise to an associated oxygen demand. Because of the low yield of autotrophic nitrifiers, there is only small effect given to the formation of autotrophs. The situation for autotrophs in fact is simpler since the autotrophs do not grow in anoxic environment.
Not only growths, in this model, the decay of both heterotrophs and autotrophs are modelled according to the death regeneration hypothesis. The organisms will basically die at certain rate and a portion of the material is considered to give addition to the value of particulate products (X P ) and slowly biodegradable substrate (X S ). The organic nitrogen associated with X S becomes available as particulate organic nitrogen. Along to those processes, the biodegradable soluble organic nitrogen (S ND ) is also converted to ammonia in a first order process mediated by the active heterotrophs. In addition, the X S is slowly broken down to produce S S under aerobic and anoxic conditions.
Kinetic Equations Applied
By adopting the basic concept of self purification and some equilibria employed in ASM-1 based on the Monod kinetics, and as the bacteria and other variables are assumed here to migrate with flow, the complete biodegradation processes can be mathematically defined as follows.
Readily biodegradable COD (S S ): 
Active autotrophic bacteria (X A ): 
Particulate products from COD decay (X P ):
Particulate degradable organic nitrogen (X ND ):
Dissolved oxygen (C): [26] . Although most of these equations have been widely applied in many research works, however, [26] showed that such equations result a wide range of values for the same hydraulic characteristics of in bank flow. Being the most accurate and mostly cited one [25] , the predictive equation of Seo and Cheong is then chosen in this paper and defined as follows. 
Numerical Computation
As the above problems are formulated in the form of partial differential equations (PDEs) and since there have been some evidences of high accuracy of numerical solution given by MATLAB using the pdepe solver function, it was therefore used in this study to conduct the whole simulations. Generally, the necessity introducing this solver method is because it offers more possibilities and flexibilities for both beginners and experts to evaluate or even invent a model since there has been a numerous number of mathematic functions developed inside MATLAB. Besides it can be applied for broader aspect of numerical computation, in MATLAB, the PDEs with various forms of additional terms can also be easily included and solved as a system. The pdepe solver function basically converts the PDEs to ordinary differential equations (ODEs) using a second order accurate spatial discretization and is applied mostly for initial-boundary value problems consist of systems of parabolic and elliptic PDEs in one space variable and time. In this scheme, the initial conditions are allowed to be space dependent and boundary conditions to be time dependent. In solving system of PDEs, the pdepe solver function is generally written in the form of
Using pdepe MATLAB, various boundary conditions can also be flexibly formulated either as Dirichlet, Neumann or even Cauchy/Robin. Here, as the downstream boundary of the model is theoretically equal to zero for positive infinity, Neumann condition is considered for all model simulations.
Model Applications
The developed numerical model was applied to a straight and uniform rectangular channel for in bank flow case where the hydraulic dimensions used are; channel width B 1 = 5.00 m, roughness Manning coefficient n = 0.020, and bed slope of 0.00001. The flow rate applied for all model simulations was 0.50 m 3 s -1 . Furthermore, to understand the impact of bacteria on COD removal, the concentration of heterotrophs used in the simulations is 25.00 mgL -1 . The autotrophs itself is set as constant of 5.00 mgL -1 . To simulate the biodegradation processes, this study has made use of some parameters employed by Jeppsson (1996) for modelling the activated sludge processes under different temperature. The complete parameters values and data are presented in Tables 1-3. 
Results and Discussion
Based on the simulation results obtained, it can be noticed that when the bacterial growth became lower due to limited readily biodegradable COD (S S ), oxygen (O 2 ) and ammonium nitrogen ( 4 ), the degradation of COD will be much slower (Figure 1) . As clearly described in Figure 2 , a contrast characteristic of COD profiles is shown in association with different limiting parameters applied to the model. When the ammonium is included as another limiting parameter, the COD concentration will increase at certain period and be plotted higher than if the model is limited only to substrate and oxygen. In addition, the bacteria will also grow slower and perform lower concentration.
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Besides the ammonium nitrogen, other parameters i.e. particulate products from COD decay and particulate degradable organic nitrogen will also increase soon after certain time. As shown in Figure 3 , the ammonium nitrogen starts to decrease at 0.7 day and at the same time it is converted to nitrate nitrogen. Although it is simulated under different limiting parameters but the ammonium·nitrogen will be firstly lowered the lowest point before they start to increase afterward. The ammonium nitrogen will decrease earlier when it is not included as limiting parameter of the model. Considering the increase of ammonium nitrogen, it can be predicted that some algae may show up during the treatment processes. If the domestic waste contains high concentration of such nutrient, then being accumulated with the end products of this technology, the algae will grow faster. As presented in Figure 4 , the algae were identified to be enormous spread along the water surface of Xuxi River during biological treatment process within June to August 2009. When the model is simulated under different water temperature, i.e. 10 o C and 20 o C, slower biodegradation process is presented at lower water temperature. As the bacteria work more active under higher temperature, more dissolved oxygen will be required ( Figure 5) . As shown in Figure 6 , addition of oxygen at the initial stage of treatment process will basically enhance the rate of bacterial growth and removal of COD.
Besides the oxygen would contribute faster biodegradation, the dispersion or mixing parameter also plays crucial role to the process. As both substrate and bacteria will be moderately dispersed to the downstream as the dispersion coefficient increases, longer distance will be required for the recovery of dissolved oxygen concentration in the river (Figure 7) . In practical application, the presence of different dispersion coefficient for each variable modelled will play a crucial role in association with various degree of artificial mixing employed during the process of biological river restoration. As described in Figure 8 , when higher longitudinal dispersion coefficient applied, the bacteria will start growing at 0.5 day. Lower peak of COD concentration will also occur due to this faster biodegradation.
Conclusions
By adopting the concept of stream self purification and activated sludge process, the simulation results showed that there are some challenges to effectively apply the technology of bacteria for treating the polluted stream:  When the ammonium nitrogen is added as limiting parameter to the bacterial growth, under neutral pH and temperature of 20 o C, the model showed that the COD concentration increases at certain period and is plotted higher at the end. Besides having additional values of some parameters such as particulate products from COD decay and particulate degradable organic nitrogen, the ammonium nitrogen will also increase after it reaches the lowest concentration.
 As consequence of having more ammonium nitrogen, there is a potency that algae may show up during the treatment process. This phenomenon is in fact strongly supported by some evidences obtained from the practical works of such technology under restoration and monitoring project of Xuxi River within June to August 2009.  Under lower water temperature, the model simulations showed slower biodegradation process.
 Longer distance is required for the recovery of dissolved oxygen as the dispersion coefficient increases. Because of limited oxygen available in polluted stream, extra oxygen injected to the water column at the beginning of treatment may somehow help better bacterial growth and faster biodegradation processes.
 Although the alkalinity has not being modelled in this study yet, but it is realized that pH would influence the activity of bacteria and some equilibria. In addition, some toxic pollutants may also resist the growth of bacteria. Sediment, as previously reported in many works, is a crucial parameter to be included in the model especially for better understanding of nitrification process. In further research works, diversity of heterotrophs and the effects of limitations of nitrogen, phosphorus and other inorganic nutrients on the removal of organic substrate and on cell growth must also be considered.
 As soon as the field data is completely collected, calibration and validation of the model are crucial to be done.
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